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Chapter 1 : Any Shot You Want: The A-Square Handloading and Rifle Manual by Arthur B. Alphin ()
If you really want learn about ballistics, recoil, bullet design, stock design, reloading techniques, chamber pressures, and
just about anything else to do with serious shooting, reloading and hunting, this is the book.

It emphasizes safety procedures, to include safety in transportation and storage. The final pages of the book
are a detailed, chapter at a time, coverage of 86 different cartridges from. It is certainly the best in English
language, when it comes to rifle reloading. Not the best for the raw beginner however, since it presupposes
some knowledge. Its strength is the coverage of old British big game cartridges, where much of the
information supplied is unique. Treatment of metric cartridges is weaker. Everything the serious handloader
needs A Customer on Sep 07, This is one of the better handloading manuals out there. Although the layout is
simple, there are few other places to find reliable load data for cartridges like the. I really liked this book. The
best information for serious firearms students! By Hiland on Aug 26, If you really want learn about ballistics,
recoil, bullet design, stock design, reloading techniques, chamber pressures, and just about anything else to do
with serious shooting, reloading and hunting, this is the book. These guys are the experts in the field; teachers
at West Point, professional hunters, professional guides, and engineers. I have gotten more solid information
from this book than all my other books and 30 years of reloading, shooting hunting combined. It is less
reloading data, more firearms science. I refer to it often, especially for big bore reloading data that is not
available anywhere else. Still, it is easy to understand and something you can read, put away and go back to.
This was money well spent for me. If you are ready to step up to serious information and cut through the hype,
this is the book for you. However, Amazon lists limited availabilty. A lifetime of focused education and a
touch of true genious have melded to produce the gemstone of all reloading manuals. By Greg Lawritson on
Jan 18, Col. Having served in the military with Col. Alphin 2nd Armored Division - as his MA1 Tank gunner,
I am not at all surprised at the devotion to detail nor his passion to share his vast expertise with both novice
and expert firearm enthusiasts. Kudos to you, sir, A-Square reloading manual By John Shaffer on Aug 28,
Generally it was a very good book, but a bit more of a "book" for reading than a manual. I thought there would
be more different wild cat loads in the manual, but I would still highly recommend the book to any reloader.
Outstanding A Customer on Jul 15, A-Square really knows their stuff when it comes to bullet design and
terminal ballistics. I have used their bullets on several occassions, and the data and load development
contained in the books really produces great results. Thes loads are suitable to anything from Whitetail Deer
on up. Excellent piece of work! By Amazon Customer on Jul 12, This is a must read for any serious firearms
enthusiast. From the big time stuff, to the venerable , the book is informative and entertaining. This particular
edition is in a Paperback format. It was published by Bluegrass Books and has a total of pages in the book. To
buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.

Chapter 2 : Any Shot You Want: The A-Square Rifle & Handloading Manual - Arthur B. Alphin - Google Boo
Find great deals for Any Shot You Want: The A-Square Rifle and Handloading Manual by Finn Aagaard, Arthur B.
Alphin, Craig Boddington and Terry Wieland (, Paperback).

Chapter 3 : A-Square Reloading Manual Any Shot You Want - 24hourcampfire
Any Shot You Want: The A-Square Handloading and Rifle Manual by Arthur B. Alphin and a great selection of similar
Used, New and Collectible Books available now at blog.quintoapp.com

Chapter 4 : Review: Any Shot You Want | Real Guns - A Firearm and related publication
Any Shot You Want The A-Square Handloading and Rifle Manual by Arthur B Alphin Pre-Owned out of 5 stars - Any
Shot You Want The A-Square Handloading and Rifle Manual by Arthur B Alphin.
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Chapter 5 : Any Shot You Want by Terry Wieland | Angus & Robertson | Books Any Shot You Want: The A-Square Rifle and Handloading Manual, , Arthur B. Alphin, Finn Aagaard, Craig Boddington,
Terry Wieland,

Chapter 6 : â€œAny Shot You Wantâ€• Book By Col. Alphin Wanted | Hunting
Any Shot You Want is a very thourough, yet easily readable and understandable, treatise on the history, design,
capabilities and use of sporting rifles and cartridges. It emphasizes safety procedures, to include safety in transportation
and storage.

Chapter 7 : blog.quintoapp.com--Any Shot You Want
Merry Christmas. If anyone has a copy of "Any Shot You Want" by Col. Alphin for sale for a reasonable price, let me
know. My copy has been lost. Thanks.

Chapter 8 : Gun Show Books -- Any Shot You Want
How to Hit the Ball Then The Turf With Your Irons - Duration: Top Speed Golf - Clay Ballard 2,, views.

Chapter 9 : - Any Shot You Want The A-Square Handloading and Rifle Manual by Arthur B. Alphin
Received an email from Midsouth that they found a pallet of these new and still in shrink wrap. from their site. No, I don't
work for them.
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